G.PULLA REDDY ENGINEERING COLLEGE(Autonomous) : Kurnool
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Academic Year : 2020-21

Course Name : Introduction to Java

Course Instructor: Rameswara Reddy.K.V
Teaching Strategy: Learning while Playing (Gamification Learning)

Kahoot! is a game-based student response system (GSRS) where the classroom is
temporarily transformed into a game show where the teacher is the game show host,
and the students are the contenders . Kahoot is used to review students' knowledge, for
formative assessment or as a break from traditional classroom activities.
In our class, we use Kahoot! to reinforce and practice skills on which we are focusing,
and as a teacher, I am able to get instant feedback on engagement and understanding.
Kahoot! can be used for all grade levels and content areas, in any language, and with any
device, it is an ideal platform for them regardless of where their professional paths may
lead them in the future.
Advantages of Kahoot
Kahoot is a very beneficial and outstanding tool in today’s virtual world of learning.
Coming to the advantages, it is very helpful for learners. Given below are the in-depth
advantages of Kahoot.
 The

first and foremost advantage of Kahoot is that it offers a great engagement
from the students’ side. They enjoy it as it is a visualized and unique type of
quiz.

 As

the students’ interest level is high, the teachers can easily assess the
understanding level through quizzes and polls.

 Kahoot has become very successful in reducing monotony and boredom.
 It is an energetic and lively platform.
 It can be used as a tool of assessment for the teachers.
 Kahoot

has been successful in creating a positive environment among the
students by creating motivation.

 It

has increased the students’ performance due to an increase in the student’s
attendance.

 It

has effectively reduced students’ frustration levels and the stress about the fear
of formative assessments in the traditional method.

G.PULLA REDDY ENGINEERING COLLEGE(Autonomous) : Kurnool
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Academic Year : 2020-21
Course Name : Programming for Problem Solving
Course Instructor: B.Thimma Reddy
Teaching Strategy: Gamification-Learning while Playing (Quizziz)

Quizziz is a game-based student response system (GSRS) where the classroom is
temporarily transformed into a game show where the teacher is the game show host,
and the students are the contenders . Quizziz is used to review students' knowledge, for
formative assessment or as a break from traditional classroom activities.
In our class, we use Quizziz to reinforce and practice skills on which we are focusing,
and as a teacher, I am able to get instant feedback on engagement and understanding.
Quizziz can be used for all grade levels and content areas, in any language, and with any
device, it is an ideal platform for them regardless of where their professional paths may
lead them in the future.
Advantages of Quizziz
Quizziz is a very beneficial and outstanding tool in today’s virtual world of learning.
Coming to the advantages, it is very helpful for learners. Given below are the in-depth
advantages of Quizziz.
 The

first and foremost advantage of Quizziz is that it offers a great engagement
from the students’ side. They enjoy it as it is a visualized and unique type of
quiz.

 As

the students’ interest level is high, the teachers can easily assess the
understanding level through quizzes and polls.

 Quizziz has become
 It is

very successful in reducing monotony and boredom.

an energetic and lively platform.

 It can

be used as a tool of assessment for the teachers.

 Quizziz

has been successful in creating a positive environment among the
students by creating motivation.

 It

has increased the students’ performance due to an increase in the student’s
attendance.
 It has effectively reduced students’ frustration levels and the stress about the fear
of formative assessments in the traditional method.
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Fipped Class room
Teaching Strategies Followed: Fipped Class room
Name of the course

: WEB PROGRAMMING (WP)

Academic Year

: 2018-2019

Semester

: V

Course Instructor

: L.Sudha Rani

Flipped Classroom
A flipped classroom is a teaching strategy where traditional ideas about homework and
classroom activities are reversed or “flipped.” This model involves instructors having students
interact with new material for homework first. Then, they use class time to discuss the new
information and put those ideas into practice.
This way of doing things is relatively new to the world of education. Using this model, teachers
give students homework focused on a new topic, then use class time for guided group work,
critical thinking, and reinforcement.
Topic Covered: XML
In web programming subject, Flipped classroom is applied for the topic XML. A video is
provided to the students before explaining the topic in the class and then asked a student to
explain the topic in the class. Based on the explanation of the students some suggestions are
given to the students.

G.PullaReddy Engineering College(Autonomous): Kurnool
Software Engineering(SE)
Implementing Teaching Learning Strategy for the IV Semester Students
Academic Year 2019-2020
23/12/2019
Title of the Practice: Collaborative learning
 Collaborative learning is the educational approach of using groups to enhance
learning by working together.
 Group of two or more learners work together to solve problems, complete tasks, or
learn new concepts.
 Learners work with each other on the topic, where they must collaborate as a group to
understand the concepts being presented to them.
 Effective group work is carefully structured to achieve specific learning outcomes
learning outcomes and student expectations must be clearly formulated, directions
must be well written.
Implementation:
After discussing the topics on “Phases of Software Development Lifecycle(SDLC) ,
Risk Management, Testing Techniques” Different group of students are asked to design case
studies on different topics. They are asked to discuss the case study in the classroom after peer
review process.
S.NO

Group

Topic Name

1.

Group I

SDLC(Library

They have designed case study

Management

on Library Management sysem

System)

upto the mark and
Communicated well in the
class room

2.

Group II

Risk Management

This group has designed the

casestudy

but

were

given

suggestions to be improved, so
they

have

modified

communicated

in

and
the

classroom.
3.

Group III

Testing Techniques( This group was asked to deign
Boundary

value testcases using all boundary

Analysis)

value

analysis

techniques.

Designed in a proper way and
communicated

well

in

the

classroom.

Proof: Soft copy from the students for Case study on Process models is collected for the
reference
Phase1: Requirements gathering or communication
In this phase we basically analyse the requirements. We will sort out all the necessary tools that
will be needed. Functional requirements or Features of Library management system are:
Student could see book list
 Student could lend book from library
 Administrator has to have the option add edit delete remove the booklist.
 Administrator & student could see the borrowed the book list
 The total system should be internet based
Non functional requirements are:
Availability:
Availability of our library system is the probability that it will be arriving and able
to deliver useful service at any given time.
Reliability: In our module we will try to remove all most error so that our system dose not hangs
frequently & it will give result perfectly. And it will be more reliable to access the library
system.
Safety:
At the time of module develop we will ensure our system safety. On the other hand university
authorities take action for system safety. So that any unauthorized people cannot touch the
system.


Security:
System will want password to ensure legal access & block illegal or unauthorized access.
The method of collecting requirements:
 Reading books & Related reference book.
 Internet Browsing.
 Talking with the people in library and our friends who are interested to help us by giving
information about Library management System.
 Talking with our supervisor & other teacher who are experienced to make Library and
working with the automation.
Phase2: Planning
In this phase we will analyse our module and fragment Which help us to complete total
system easily. Plan Risks Associated, schedule, budget, workproducts, resources, technology
to be used
Phase3: Design
We will make the task flow and code flow of each module in this phase. We will write the
row code to build up the modules
In Management System modules are :
Home Page
Home Page is our main page of our Library Management System.
These are User types:
• Normal User
• Administrator
• Registered user
Normal User:
A regular user is any kind of user like students, teachers or any body who uses the system
and can see the online library and get information.
Administrator:
An admin user is a selected user who has the permissions to create a new admin or edit
update delete operation. The admin users also perform the book function like book borrow,
book lending book return etc.
Registered user:
It means that, only our students, teacher, & employee are permitted to registration. These
type of people have to has perform book borrow, return function.
Tables to be designed are:
i. Admin table
ii. Employee table
iii. Requirement table
iv. Booklist table
v. Defaulter table

vi. Book Borrow table
vii. Book information table
Admin table
Admin table has two fields one is admin id and other is password. Admin table only access by
administrator.
Work for Administrator:
An administrator has four categories to work. Those are
• User
• Maintenance
• Books
• Searching
User
User Category has four options.
User Registration:
This option is for User (Student, teacher) registration. A User has to go the LMS administrator
with his or her id card. Then Administrator will register him/her as a member of LMS. To help
administrator we keep four fields for member registration. These are member id, Student id,
Password and e-mail. Member id will provide by LMS administrator and other information will
be taken form the user ID card.
Access with user
This option provide user accessing the library books , borrow , lend etc.
Add employee
Add employee provide employee management table. Here we have to need employee id, name
email, phone. Also add, edit update, delete option are available.
Create new Admin
It will provide a new administration form. We have to need here admin id, employee id, previous
password & email address.
After fulfill this item we will create a new administrator.
Maintenance
It has two parts such as
o New book entry
o Finding requirements

New book entry:




It provides book management table.
Finding requirements:
It will provide list of required book.
Books
It has three parts
o Book borrow function
o Returning book
o Renew book
Change Administrator:
This option will allow administrator to change his or her administrative password. It consist three
field Admin id, Old password and new password. After entering Admin id and old password an
admin could enter new password and able to change his/her password.

Employee Table
In LMS sometime we might have need to create new admin user. Create New User id allows us
to do that. Creating a new admin user we have four fields. Those are admin id, Employee id
password and email address.
Requirements table:
This table allows us to send request for any book. Suppose we need a book of PHP. But it is not
in the library. Now if any students send any request REQUIREMENTS TABLE will save that
request and later on Admin could act according to the request.
It has five fields. After filing these fields a user can send his requirements.
Booklist table
To search any book we will use this table. It has a drop down menu which consist five categories
to search any book. It has also a field which will allow user to fid book by entering book name,
author name, book id etc.
According to the user requirements the result will shown as a table with all of the book
information.

Book Information Table
Searching
It has three parts
o Searching by Book name
o Searching by Author
o Searching by Subject
Searching by Book name
We could search a book by its name.
Searching by Author
By Choosing Author in the Drop down menu and writing the writer’s name, we could search a
book.
Searching by subject
This option allows us to search any book as subject wise. Suppose
We need to find out JAVA book. We will write JAVA in the search book id and select subject in
the drop down menu.
Phase 4: Coding
In this phase we will code the modules using any of the technology. The backbone of the
software will stand up in this phase and the software will be reuseable.
Phase5: Testing
Bug finding and bug fixing are done here. We will test the overall features of the
software. By testing the features we will find out the bugs. After that all the bugs will be solved.
Phase 6: Deployment and Feedback of the software
This software can be deployed to the concerned organization and feedback for improvement if
any needed is taken.

